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Degrees With Distinction

The following Seniors will receive their degrees with distinction:

- Summa cum Laude
  - Martha Sylvia Bradnock
  - Magda cum laude
  - Eileen Newton Amstutz
  - Constance Armstrong Brown
  - Margaret Ruth Carter
  - Laura Rockefeller Case
  - Anne Bardall Chalfant
  - Elaine Cooks
  - Elizabeth curtain Cope
  - Susan Mary Fox
  - Margaret Everett Goodman
  - Laura Graff
  - Ruth Kaiser
  - Alice Keiser
  - Judith Palmer Kneen
  - Helen Leach Kenneth
  - Katherine Milmoe
  - Zoe Pavlovskis
  - Julia Elizabeth Rambert
  - Eleanor Ann Attianese Sorrentino
  - Cynthia Rock Tolley
  - Katherine Harford Bowie
  - Ruth Kaiser
  - Sarah Lynne Sykes
  - Cornelia Anne Thomas
  - Mary Adrian Tinsley
  - Helen Elizabeth Talavague
  - Barbara Grace Vennery
  - Sylvia Beh Byrd
  - Marianne McDonald Welwerth
  - EfiE Ambler
  - Helen Sagnastarr Barr
  - Irene Josefusen Barth
  - Naomi Bogard
  - Lois Anderson Callahan
  - Donna Elizabeth Cochrane
  - Margaret Armstrong Colvin
  - Elena Talbot Constantinople
  - Gillian Diamon
  - Pauline Diamon
  - Elizabeth Mussur Dixon

- Magna cum Laude
  - Paula Pond Dunaway
  - Barbara Ortinger Einhorn
  - Ruthie MacKee
  - Ava Lou Fleming
  - Marilyn Frankel
  - Pauline Kleinhablb Goldstein
  - Elizabeth Carr Gott
  - Frances Ann Haffner
  - Elsa Aukiki Hami
  - Susan Aukiki Jones
  - Leslie Mary Kandell
  - Anna Kisselgoff
  - Grace Anica Labouchere
  - Ellen Larkin
  - Elena Russell Lewis
  - Deborah Palmer Flint Longmated
  - Laura Ann Luders
  - Anita Soileaux
  - Helen Francis Law McAlpine
  - Jennifer McShane
  - Cindy Anne Hicks
  - Judith Claire Meinhardt
  - Susanne Myers
  - Elizabeth Pursell Nelson
  - Patricia Louise Page
  - Dorothea Patterson
  - Eva Pflull
  - Marion Di Bert Perret
  - Barbara Elaine Finney
  - Jeanne Newton Tiber
  - Judith Robertson
  - Susan Sartor
  - Joyce Howard Sargent
  - Leigh Scott
  - Ghida Moussa Shalander
  - Nan VanKuren Sheby
  - Joan Aika Shopikren
  - Mariellen Smith
  - Garde'nd Smiths
  - Helen Doyle Spinney
  - Taven Jeenie Stokes
  - Margaret Merrel Turck
  - Anne Parker Wake
  - Susan Octavia Skard
  - Gila Zabarkeb Wilder
  - Madlyn Wolfe
  - Anna Deborah Zimkeln
  - Helen Calhoun Callahan
  - Elizabeth Catherine Clymer
  - Susan Doolittle
  - Maxine Bernardson

- Cum Laude
  - Constance Ludington Brown
  - Frances Ann Haffner

Prizes and Awards Announced Today

Scholarships and prizes for distinction in academic work were awarded at this morning's Commencement exercises to four members of the senior class. The Europe Fellowship, awarded annually since the class of 1928 was graduated in 1958 and designated for the expenses of a year's study at some foreign university has been given this year to Martha Sylvia Bradnock.

Other prizes awarded were the M. Carey Tapp Memorial prize, given to Paula Pond Dunaway, and the Helen Taft Manning Prize, for an Continued on Page 4, Col. 5.

BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREES

- Biology
  - Susan Todd clinic
  - Marjorie Armstrong Brown
  - Denise Cipriani Kaspe
  - Paul Van Kuren
  - Leona Graff
  - Elenid Harms
  - Camilla Delores Jones
  - Anna Tolles
  - Maxine Friedland
  - Judith Wilder Mason
  - Judith Patricia Mersour
  - Phyllis Moore
  - Sarah Aikiki
  - Madlyn Wolfe
  - Angela Zimkeln
  - Madlyn Wolfe
  - Helen Calhoun Callahan
  - Elizabeth Catherine Clymer
  - Susan Doolittle
  - Maxine Bernardson

- Chemistry
  - Myria Becker Feiht, in bilingual
  - Elizahe Carl Gott
  - Linda Irrell Hampton
  - Cethan Van Schaik Cassup
  - Anna Kisselgoff
  - Dorothea Patterson
  - Eva Pflull
  - Taven Jeenie Stokes
  - Sarah Ann White
  - Madlyn Wolfe

- Classical Archaeology
  - Elizabeth Pursell Nelson
  - Patricia Louise Page
  - Dorothea Patterson
  - Eva Pflull
  - Taven Jeenie Stokes
  - Sarah Ann White
  - Madlyn Wolfe

- English
  - Beth Rifkind Barlande
  - Helen Sagnastarr Barr
  - Anna Bardall Chalfant
  - Naomi Elise Cooks
  - Paul Van Kuren
  - Myria Becker Feiht, in bilingual
  - Elizahe Carl Gott
  - Linda Irrell Hampton
  - Cethan Van Schaik Cassup
  - Anna Kisselgoff
  - Dorothea Patterson
  - Eva Pflull
  - Taven Jeenie Stokes
  - Sarah Ann White
  - Madlyn Wolfe
  - Helen Calhoun Callahan
  - Elizabeth Catherine Clymer
  - Susan Doolittle
  - Maxine Bernardson

- French
  - Constance Ludington Brown
  - Leslie Ruth Burglel
  - Helen Francis Law McAlpine

Continued on Page 3, Col. 3.

WILSON SCHOLARS, FULLBRITEN WINNERS ARE IN '58 CLASS

Three Fulbright Grants for Foreign Study have been awarded this year to members of the graduating class. One scholarship for study at the American School of Classical Studies in Athens was given to Susan Fox, a Greek major. Adrian Tinsley, a psychologists major and 1968 president of Bryn Mawr College, has been granted a grant to study at the University of Bristol, England. Catherine Stimpson, an English major, will study contemporary literature at the University of Cambridge.

Nine Woodrow Wilson Awards for graduate study leading to teaching on the college level were also made to members of the class of 1958. They are: Donna Cohren, political science; Columbia; Ginsell Continued on Page 3, Col. 3.

Guest Speaker Forer College President

The 74th academic year of Bryn Mawr College closed this morning with the annual Commencement Exercises and the awarding by President McBride of 144 Bachelor of Arts Degrees. In addition 22 degrees of the Master of Arts, 17 Master of Service degrees and 13 Doctors of Philology degrees were awarded in the Gradu­ ate School.

The Commencement Address was given by Senator William Fulbright, Democrat, of Arkansas. Senator Fulbright was a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford and studied at George Washington University. He taught law at George Washington and at the University of Arkansas and was at one time president of the latter institution.

At present, Senator Fulbright is Chairman of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency and a member of the Committee on Foreign Relations. He has served in the Senate since 1945.

HONORS

The following Seniors will receive their degrees with honors in special subjects:

- Biology
  - Leona Graff
  - Anne Keller
  - Elenid Harms
  - Jeanette Newton Bader
  - Katharine Ralson Stimpson
  - Cornelia Callahan
  - Elizabeth Catherine Clymer
  - Susan Doolittle
  - Maxine Bernardson

- Chemistry
  - Maxine Bernad
  - Katherine Mingrea
  - Jeanette Newton Bader
  - Katharine Ralson Stimpson
  - Cornelia Callahan
  - Elizabeth Catherine Clymer
  - Susan Doolittle
  - Maxine Bernardson

- Classical Archaeology
  - Myria Becker Feiht, in bilingual
  - Elizahe Carl Gott
  - Linda Irrell Hampton
  - Cethan Van Schaik Cassup
  - Anna Kisselgoff
  - Dorothea Patterson
  - Eva Pflull
  - Taven Jeenie Stokes
  - Sarah Ann White
  - Madlyn Wolfe

- French
  - Constance Ludington Brown
  - Leslie Ruth Burglel
  - Helen Francis Law McAlpine

Continued on Page 3, Col. 3.

Notice

The Maida and Porter's Committee and the League are happy to announce the election of Sue Harris '60 as next year's chairman.

WILLIAM FULLBRIGHT

J. WILLIAM FULLBRIGHT

Senator Fulbright Addresses Commencement Audience

Dr. Harold J. Cadbury, a highly regarded historian and sociologist, addressed the Class of 1958 at the 74th annual commencement exercise of Bryn Mawr College. Dr. Cadbury, who is now president of Wellesley College, spoke on the theme, "The Rich Man's Face Well," which he heard the demand must be met, and "for joy" the other side of the coin. In choosing between two alter­ nations, Dr. Cadbury noted, it is necessary to face two sides equally. Even when one is faced with the issue resultant from a careful de­ cision he is not certain to carry out

To Have Pursued Well Made Decisions

Stressed By Cadbury In Baccaulateral

Have we, in the decisions which we make, the capacity to use our best judgment, to focus the mind and direct the spirit to accomplish that which is best, asked Dr. Hen­ ry Joel Cadbury in his baccalaureate sermon Sunday evening, June 10 in Goodhart Hall.

Dr. Cadbury, accepting the conv­ ention that a sermon called for the use of lexic, chose for his theme recent incidents from the New Testament concerning opposite reactions to be demanded to relinquish posses­sion. The first was the rich young ruler who asked how to win eternal life, and the second was the mer­ chant who said all his goods to obtain the pearl of great price. The former could not, and the second did, answer the challenge. Both reactions were made instantly and unconditioned, must depended on the different thoughts and conditions mentioned, and to­ gether form a sort of companion piece on the movement of choiceing.

In choosing between two alter­ natives, Dr. Cadbury noted, it is necessary to face two sides equally. Even when one is faced with the issue resultant from a careful de­ cision he is not certain to carry out
Miss Margaret Gilman

Respect and affection are personal sentiments. They cannot be otherwise. They become automatic. A public tribute to a person esteemed is an attempt in vain to render into a single formula the results of individual experience. This tribute is not to be mathematical. It is sentimental and personal—it asks to be recognized only as an affirmation of admiration by one person for another. It aspires to sound a chord of echo in those who share that admiration.

Margaret Gilman commanded a circle of academic respect of ever-widening circumference. She had done undergraduate and graduate work at Bryn Mawr and had taught at Harvard and Columbia. She had served as vice-president of the Modern Language Association of America, of the International Federation for Modern Language and Literature and was a member of the Committee of Sections of the American Council of Learned Societies. She had taught at Bryn Mawr Chemistry since 1893 and had been chairman of the French department since 1848. Her critical work and great admiration for the nineteenth century poet, Charles Baudelaire are concern for each of her students and her peculiar aptitude for the wayside. victims of a pursuit for the "higher things" of us; while we cannot recall a time when we were not...
Fashion Magazine

Cites M. Goodman

Miss Margaret Goodman

Knoxville, Tennessee, a member of the class of 1960, has been de-

nominated an Honorable Men-

tion Award in Vogue's 33rd an-

nual Prix de Paris, according to

Miss Jessica Davis, editor-in-chief of

the magazine. Goodman, who at-

tended St. Anne's School in Char-

lotte, North Carolina, has majored in

Political Science. As winner of an

Honorable Mention Award in

Vogue's contest for college sen-

iors, she will receive $100 cash and

a trip to Paris, where she will be

one of the Clouds in past publica-

tions. “House & Garden,” Vogue,

Knitting Book, and Vogue Knitting

Book.

Olga Marichal (Summer 1968)

Robert A. Wallace is eligible to

write a book this summer.

Assistant Professor at M. State University

at Alexandria, Virginia, has majored in Po-

litical Science. As winner of the

Prix de Paris award, she will receive

an impressive “Sophia” and “Pallae,”

from their magazine and individual

“Anything Goes” to the

famous scale, “Shadow and Bone.”

If the greatest disappointment

is the majority of show song and

other acts, another recognition pro-

duced in the past has been the.

= the “Philosopher’s Stone.”

women of the group, however,

is certain to be commendable for

the excellence of the tape records

in recording Olangale. The har-

mony, itself sinistrally flawless,

clearly captured on the record,

the effect is almost that of one

voice.

Members of the olangale this

year include Nita Thomas, Carol

Farmer, Corazon, Cynthia

Gibbs, Janis Weinberg, Jan Achen,

Nancy Fenner and Linda Hampton.

The philosophy of the group,

as a whole, is that the “Emancipa-

tion of Women.” A few examples of

different stages in female evolution

appeared, and finally the last and

easiest voice, the “May Basket,

singing small May pole dances of

1958. As a more serious at-tempt

towards a solution to this prob-

lem, the audience observed an op-

portunity to progress. This opera-

tion use made of the talents of a

student equipped with a feast

of folk, a psyche, a museum

of geology, and a lab,

Latin; Barbara Pinney, dissatisfied

and Latin; Elizabeth Gurley,

And, later,20,000,000.

Department.

Suzanne Stokes Jones

A'k Shik
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Photography

Martha S. Yeager

Elizabeth Muser Dunn,

in absentia

Alma, in Florence

Sylvia Marget Jurby

Both Karen Williams,

Susan Pastel White

Kristin Vlahos

Suzanne Myer

Nancy Sherman Rosenberg

Barbara E. Kehoe

Donna Elizabeth Cochrane

Barbara Ollinger Eshorn

Margaret Frankel

Margaret Lovett Goodman

Virginia Allen Martin

Barbara Pironne White

Marianne McConnell Weisenberg, in absentia

JOEY LEWIS

Says

Goodbye & Good luck

To The Class Of '58

Jewelry

An alumni gift from Van Cleef & Arpels

is the ideal gift to receive at gra-

uation. In beauty and significance

it rivals the fine jewelry you find

in our "Paris Jewell Boutique".

A jewel from Van Cleef & Arpels is

priced from $100 to $10,000.
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1958 Seniors Reveal Future Plans


despite
Effe Ambler—No definite plans. Carol Cannon — Working for M.A. in Education at Wesleyan University (Ohio) for two years.
Marjory Delehant—Working in the music field in New York and saving for a trip to Europe following the fall.
Giselle DeNise—Working toward Ph.D. in medieval history at Radcliffe on a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship.


Bianca — Attending the Rhode Island School of Design this summer and may continue there in the fall.
Sue Fink—Studying classics at Radcliffe, working toward an M.A. on a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship.
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